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ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES, DISPOSABLE E-CIGARETTES AND VAPORIZERS
All Electronic Cigarettes are not equal!

Electronic Cigarette Starter Kits

Shopping for an e-cigarette can be a confusing experience.
ProSmoke has earned our #1 Rating, so you can be
comfortable that you have have all the information and
resources you need to make an informed purchase that
you will always be happy with.

Flavored E-Cigarette Cartridges
Disposable Electronic Cigarettes
E-Cigarette Accessories

Browse through our site to see why ProSmoke keeps
getting rated the the best e-cig on the market.

E-Cigarette Replacement Parts

WHY TO BUY PROSMOKE
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1. #1 Rated Product
2. No tar or carbon monoxide
3. We use VG NOT PG
4. 85% Saving over cigarettes
5. Longest lasting cartridges
6. Smoke anywhere anytime

ProSmoke is #1

Tastes Like the Real Thing & Saves $

ProSmoke electronic cigarettes produce the most vapor
of any mini electronic cigarette in the industry, last the
longest, taste the best, are the only Green Certified
product in the industry. That's why our customer
surveys vote us as #1.

Enjoy traditional flavors l ke Classic Tobacco or mix it
up with our other delicious e-cigarette flavors that are
sure to satisfy your taste buds! They are made with
vegetable based ingredients and cost less than the
competition!

Longest Lasting & Lowest Cost

Located in The United States

7. Most vapor in the industry
8. Best Customer Service
9. Located in the U.S.A.
10. Best tasting flavors
Click here for more reasons

PROSMOKE FOR THE CURE

ProSmoke is proud to be a
monthly contributor to multiple
Cancer Charities.

ProSmoke batteries and cartridges last longer than any
Buy with confidence! Our new 40,000 square foot
other e-cigarette in its class. There is no need to carry
electronic cigarette headquarters, manufacturing,
handfuls of electronic cigarette cartridges with
testing and main warehouses are located in Chicago,
ProSmoke. We have the lowest cost of ownership in the IL, NOT overseas and are fully certified.
industry.

Contributions are used for
research and finding the cure.
Get involved today!

COMPANY CERTIFICATIONS

ProSmoke has the latest industry
certifications including ROHC,
CE, FCC, PSE and SGS

http://www prosmokestore com/[7/20/15, 1:59:46 PM]

Customers Agree we're the best!

We use VG not Propylene Glycol

Over 99% of customers surveyed rate our product and
customer service as excellent. Thousands of websites,

As the ONLY Green Certified company in the industry,
you can be Eco-friendly while using our e-cigs. In

Electronic Cigarettes, Disposable E-Cigarettes, E-Cigarette cartridges and E-cig Accessories

customer, and YouTube reviews show how much
people really love their ProSmoke e-cigarettes.

addition, our e-liquid and cartridges all use a
Vegetable based liquid instead of harsh chemicals l ke
some of our competitors.

Feels Like a Real Cigarette

Locations Across the United States

Our quality is beyond par. Our electronic cigarette gives
you the familiar feel of a real cigarette, that will last you
a lifetime. We offer the best e-cigarette & tobacco
alternative on the market. Don't settle for substitutes
when you buy your electronic cigarettes.

Don't want to deal with overseas shipments? Good,
you won’t have to! Our electronic cigarette
warehouses are located throughout the U.S. for your
convenience and speedy shipping.

GREEN CERTIFIED BUSINESS

ProSmoke is the FIRST & ONLY
company in the industry
recognized as a Certified
American Green Business by the
Green Business Bureau.

PREVIOUS BLOGS...

E-Cigarettes are the Perfect Fa hers Day Gift (2015-06-18)
Save 15% On All Products For Memorial Day! (2015-05-22)
Attention All Physicians and Health Professionals! (2015-0406)

Independence Day Celebration & Sale
Celebrate your freedom from regular combus ible cigarettes by
trying a tobacco alternative like e-cigarettes today! Were
offering huge savings on all e-cigarette products during our
Independence Day Sale!

No luck needed to get these ProSmoke specials (2015-0312)
72 Hour ProSmoke E-Cigarette Sale (2015-02-19)
New York May Regulate More Than Just Electronic
Cigarettes. (2015-02-04)

Thursday, 25 June 2015
More Blogs »
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Why should I choose ProSmoke for my Electronic Cigarette?
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Why should I choose ProSmoke for my Electronic Cigarette?
Author: ProSmoke Electronic Cigarettes

Views: 14325

Created: 04/12/2011 10 48 am

100 Rating/ 1 Voters

Ask a question about this
Rate This Article

ProSmoke Electronic Cigarettes prides itself on being one of the best in the industry. Many companies claim to be the best
but ProSmoke continues to prove it every single day.
These are just some of the reasons that make us the best in the industry. We want our customers to be fully informed and
educated before spending their hard earned money on an electronic cigarette.

ProSmoke is #1
ProSmoke electronic cigarettes advanced 3 piece design produces the most vapor of any mini
cigarette in the industry, last the longest, taste the best, and we treat our customers like family.
That's why our customer surveys vote us as #1.
Also check out all of our customer reviews here!

30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee
We are so confident hat you will be satisfied wi h the purchase of you ProSmoke Electronic
Cigarette that we are giving you 30 days to return the components if you are not satisfied! To
read more, check out the Shipping and Warranty section.

Tastes like the Real Thing
Enjoy traditional flavors like Classic Tobacco or mix it up wi h our other delicious flavors hat are
sure to satisfy your taste buds!

The Industries Best Warranty!
We stand behind the quality of our product and guarantee our product for a period of one year
from the original purchase date. To read more, check out the Shipping and Warranty section.

3 Piece Design Lasts Longer While Saving Money
2 Piece designs don't last as long and cost more to replace. Why replace an expensive piece of
equipment that should be designed to last?
Our electronic cartridges last longer han other similar products on the market! That's why you
save up to 80% compared to traditional cigarettes.

Locations Across the United States
Don't want to deal with overseas shipments?
Good, you won't have to! Our warehouses are located throughout the U.S. for your convenience
and speedy shipping.

http://www prosmokestore com/kb/article/AA-00203/Why-should-I-choose-ProSmoke-for-my-Electronic-Cigarette html[7/20/15, 1:58:45 PM]
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Why should I choose ProSmoke for my Electronic Cigarette?

We do not use Propylene Glycol
Our cartridges are not made with Propylene Glycol, an ingredient found in radiator fluid and
makeup, as its base, the main ingredient in most of our compe itors' products. We use Vegetable
Glycerin and also have non nicotine options! It is known for producing he most vapor and not
having a harsh "throat hit" like PG. It costs more to make but we feel it's the best for our clients!

Longest Lasting
ProSmoke batteries and cartridges last longer than any other e-cigarette in its class.
There is no reason to carry around a large charging pack or handfuls of cartridges with
ProSmoke; this is why we are better than the competition!

Live Healthier
Quitting traditional cigarettes is always a healthy choice.
ProSmoke is your best alternative to tobacco cigarettes and is here for you every step of that
journey.

Feels Like a Real Cigarette
Our quality is beyond par. Our e-smoke cigarette is the same length as a traditional cigarette,
giving you all of he familiar feel of a real cigarette and the best performance of any other ecigarette its size!

Enjoy Smoking Freedom
Our electronic cartridges produce no real smoke, only water vapor.
Because of this, it is not subject to traditional smoking bans and you can start smoking at all your
favorite places again! The office, a restaurant, and more!

Customer Service
Unlike most companies, when you contact ProSmoke, we assign a single dedicated rep to your
inquiry.
This way you get consistent customer service throughout your entire communication. We keep
our customers happy.

Related Articles
1. What is the difference between a Disposable e-cigarette and the Regular E-cigarette kit options?
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[Nicholas]: YOU GUYS ROCK
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Best ecig on the market!
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Do electronic cigarettes cause cancer?
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Do electronic cigarettes cause cancer?
Author: ProSmoke Electronic Cigarettes

Views: 5378

Created: 10/18/2014 12 16 am

100 Rating/ 1 Voters

According to Casaa.org

Ask a question about this
Rate This Article

"Though testing by the FDA and some researchers have discovered trace amounts of tobacco-specific
nitrosamines, which are known to cause cancer with high exposure, the amounts found were extremely low
and unlikely to cause cancer. To put it in perspective, an e-cigarette contains nearly the exact same trace
levels of nitrosamines as the FDA-approved nicotine patch and about 1,300 times less nitrosamines than a
Marlboro cigarette. This means that e-cigarettes would not be any more likely to cause cancer than FDAapproved nicotine gums, patches or lozenges."
ProSmoke is eager to continue working with testing groups and regulatory bodies to ensure proper risk
education and labeling, should it be be determined necessary in the future.
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Will Electronic Cigarettes and the ProSmoke Help Me Quit Smoking?
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Will Electronic Cigarettes and the ProSmoke Help Me Quit Smoking?
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Our products are not a smoking cessation product and have not been tested as such. Electronic cigarettes are alterna ive
products that offer thefreedom to "smoke" anywhere (Please check your local laws andregulations). The ProSmoke
produces no first or second hand smoke, virtually odor-free smoking, non-flammability, convenience, and lower cost than
traditional smoking.
The FDA prohibits electronic cigarette manufacturers from saying they are a smoking cessation product and although many
users report using it successfully for this, it is not the products intention, purpose or claim.
Today is the day to make the switch to electronic!

Related Articles
1. Is it possible to have my ProSmoke delivered in an anonymous package or with no marks identifying it as an
electronic cigarette or ProSmoke?
2. Is there any electronic cigarette reviews from customers I can watch?
3. Who can order electronic cigarettes and how old do you have to be?
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